


Five Palms Hotel Persuasive 
Advertisement - Questions

1. What does the author use to grip the reader at the start of the advertisement? 
 
 

2. How does the author make the restaurant sound appealing? 
 
 

3. How does the author attempt to interest adults in the activities for children? 
 
 

4. Explain how the author tempts readers by describing the room features. 
 
 

5. Find and copy an example of a rhetorical question used in the text. 
 
 

6. What does Thomas think of the Five Palms Hotel and what reasons does he give to support 
his viewpoint? 
 
 

7. Find and copy three powerful adjectives used to make the hotel sound appealing.  
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Five Palms Hotel Persuasive 
Advertisement - Answers

1. What does the author use to grip the reader at the start of the advertisement? 
Accept any answer relating to the use of questioning in the opening paragraph e.g. ‘The 
author uses the question ‘are you ready for some family fun in the sun?’ to grip the  
reader. It does this because it requires an answer and therefore engages the reader from 
the very start of the text.’

2. How does the author make the restaurant sound appealing? 
Accept any answer relating to the author’s use of descriptive language, e.g. ‘The author 
makes the restaurant sound appealing by describing it as air-conditioned and as having 
a wide range of snacks. The author states the opinion that the food will suit ‘even the  
fussiest of eaters’ to appeal to all readers, regardless of what kind of food they like  
to eat.’

3. How does the author attempt to interest adults in the activities for children? 
Accept any answer relating to the phrase ‘giving adults time to switch off’, e.g. ‘The  
author appeals to adults in this section by saying ‘giving adults time to switch off’. 
This tempts adults into staying at the Five Palms Hotel as they know that their children 
will be looked after whilst they can relax too.’

4. Explain how the author tempts readers by describing the room features. 
Accept any answer relating to the author’s use of descriptive language, e.g. ‘The author 
uses facts, such as ‘situated on the beach’, ‘sea views’ and ‘satellite TV’ to tempt readers 
by showing them all of the exciting features present in rooms. By highlighting the  
room’s best features, it will make guests want to experience them.’

5. Find and copy an example of a rhetorical question used in the text. 
Accept any rhetorical question used in the text.

6. What does Thomas think of the Five Palms Hotel and what reasons does he give to support 
his viewpoint? 
Accept any answer relating to Thomas’ favourable opinion and the evidence provided in  
the text, e.g. ‘Thomas likes the Five Palms Hotel. The reason he gives for this is that he  
loved the football tournament and obstacle course at the kids club.’

7. Find and copy three powerful adjectives used to make the hotel sound appealing.  
Accept any three of the following adjectives: 

• exclusive

• award-winning

• modern

• luxury (spa)

• fantastic (clubs)

• prime (location)
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